
AXA's Bright Life IUL Product has Interesting Features

The Bright Life IUL is considered one of the most competitive index
products in the industry because of the cash value accumulation and
death benefit guarantee of 40 years or until age 90, whichever comes
first.  However, there are two additional features that make the Bright
Life IUL an exceptional product for your client: 

1. Unlike other life insurance products with long term care riders, the
pool of available LTC dollars can be increased by using Option B
(increasing death benefit).  As the death benefit increases, the LTC
monthly benefit will also increase. The Bright Life IUL can provide an
increasing LTC monthly benefit, while other carriers can only offer a
fixed LTC monthly benefit.   

2. The Charitable Legacy Rider provides a no cost 1% additional death
benefit to the insured's favorite charity, up to $100,000.

Combine these features with AXA's strong financials and excellent
underwriting, Bright Life is an IUL that deserves a second look.  

SecureCare Ranks at the Top in LTC Scenarios
 
Minnesota/Securian Life's SecureCare UL is at the top when it comes to
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linked benefit products offering both LTC benefits and guaranteed
death benefit.  SecureCare UL comes up first or second in many
illustrated  scenarios at age 60.  With the increased interest in linked
products, Dixon Wells can assist you navigating the complexities of the
product and identify the competitive niches of the SecureCareUL.  
Please click here to learn more.

Standard's Platinum Advantage GSI - Magnify Your Guaranteed
Standard Issue Sales

Standard's new Platinum Advantage GSI product allows you to appeal
to an even broader audience of clients.  This new product, with its
powerful new options, makes it even more appealing to offer discounted
rates without medical underwriting.  Family Care Benefit helps
employees that have to miss work and thus lose income to care for a
family member with a serious health condition due to injury or sickness. 
For more information, click here or contact our disability specialist, Ann
Coleman, in our Nashville office. 
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